INCLUDED PARTS

- SHELF: 1 COUNT
- TOP: 1 COUNT
- LEFT & RIGHT TOP BRACES: 2 COUNTS
- SHELF BRACE: 2 COUNTS
- SIDE: 2 COUNTS
- CENTER DIVIDE: 1 COUNT
- D BLOCK: 1 COUNT
- G BLOCK: 12 COUNTS
- 7/8˝ BOLT (ORANGE): 14 COUNTS

Included parts complement your outdoor furniture, designed for durability and style. Interchangeable components allow for versatile assembly options. For more assembly tips and videos, visit our website or contact your Loll Sales Associate.
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. ATTACH SHELF AND BRACES

*Please read Assembly Tips before beginning assembly.
Fit the Shelf short edge into the Sides cut out. Fit Shelf Braces (2x, only one shown in diagram) into the long cut outs in the Shelf. Place G Blocks into Shelf pockets and insert bolts through the blocks into the Sides threaded hole and finger tighten.

2. ATTACH SHELF BRACES

Place G Blocks into Shelf Brace pockets and insert bolts through the blocks into the Shelf threaded holes and finger tighten.

3. ATTACH CENTER DIVIDE

Place Center Divide from the top through center hole in Shelf. Place D Block half way through Center Divide slot so that a hole in the block is exposed on both sides. Insert bolts through the block into the threaded holes in the Shelf and finger tighten.

4. ATTACH SECOND SIDE

Attach second Side by fitting cut outs with assembled Shelf and Braces, use G Blocks to attach.

5. ATTACH TOP AND BRACES

Lay Top down upside down. Fit Left and Right Top Braces into the Tops long cut outs. The Braces cut outs should align with threaded hole inserts in Top. Fit previously assembled pieces with the Tops short cut outs.

6. ATTACH G BLOCKS

Place G Blocks into Top Braces and Center Divide pockets and insert bolts through the blocks into the Shelf threaded holes and finger tighten.

*Using provided wrench securely tighten all bolts from all steps.